
    Lyle Hammes Receives 

Outstanding Service to Iowa Section Award 
 

At the recent Iowa Section annual conference Lyle Hammes was awarded the Section’s Outstanding 

Service to the Iowa Section award.  Lyle is with the Water and Pollution Control department for the City 

of Ames. John Dunn is director of the Department and took the opportunity to present Lyle with the 

award.   

 

Dunn shared the following background on Lyle with the audience: 

 

“It is my honor to present an award for Outstanding Service to the Iowa Section.  I’d like to read 

you a little about the awardee as they come to the podium.  I would like Lyle Hammes to join me 

on the stage.” 

 

“Lyle began his career in the water industry as a student operator at the University of Iowa water 

treatment plant.  Environmental engineering was just starting to interest Lyle and he saw the 

operator position as a unique opportunity to further explore this field.  One thing he liked most 

about the job was that it gave him a chance to see the concepts from his classes in action, and to 

use science in a real world setting.  Lyle worked at the U of I water plant for almost two years 

while he completed his Civil Engineering degree.” 

 

“After graduation, Lyle took a job with General Filter in Ames.  Here he spent three and a half 

years as an application engineer where he compiled detailed material lists and scopes of supply 

for General Filter products for water plant projects.” 

 

“In December 1999, Lyle starting working for the City of Ames’ Water and Pollution Control 

Department where he worked on both water and wastewater projects.  In the 15 years he has 

been with Ames, he has been promoted twice.  Most recently, in February 2011 he became the 

Water Plant superintendent.    While Lyle enjoyed his work as an engineer, the operations side of 

the industry always fascinated him.  He saw operations as a way to apply engineering concepts 

every day to the real world.” 

 

“He has recently implemented a new student operator position in Ames, employing engineering 

students from Iowa State University to help cover weekend and holiday shifts; something that 

over time will help increase the knowledge, understanding, and appreciation of utility operations 

by the next generation of engineers in the state.  Most of his waking hours recently have been 

spent playing an integral role in the planning of the new drinking water treatment plant for 

Ames.  Outside of work, Lyle is an all-around sports enthusiast; he enjoys watching the 

Hawkeyes, his kids’ activities, and playing basketball. “ 

 

  



 

 

 

“This award is given for Outstanding Service to the Iowa Section AWWA.  It’s being presented 

to Lyle for his 12 years of service on the education committee; including serving as the 

committee chair for the past seven.  For those of you who haven’t been involved behind the 

scenes with the short course, it is a continual, year-round activity.” 

 

“Each fall and spring, the planning process starts with a meeting where presentation topics are 

decided.  Lyle tracks of all presentations topics to ensure that each short course has a fresh mix 

of classes.  He also ensures that the program meets the IDNR’s CEUs guidelines.  Think for just 

a second about how many CEU’s have been earned over the past twelve years due to the work 

Lyle and his committee have performed!  During the two day training, Lyle is usually in the 

sessions moderating and making sure things are running smoothly.  One would think it all ends 

here; by the time one short course wraps up, he’s already hard at work on the next one.” 

 

“Be Curious” 

“Recently, when asked what advice he would give someone new to the industry, Lyle said “be 

curious” and pointed to a sign on his wall with this quote: “Learn every day. Challenge the status 

quo. Be intellectually curious. Welcome criticism. Find a mentor.”     

 

 

 


